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ABSTRACT 

Open pit copper mining plants usually comprise two major components, the open pit mining operation 
and the copper ore enrichment plant. An open pit copper mine is an excavation or graze made into the sur-
face of the ground for the purpose of extracting ore. A series of data obtained by a transportation control 
system with GPS (Global Positioning System) technology is utilized to perform the simulation. Opera-
tions in the mine are based on a mining plan and must be optimized because the transportation costs are 
expensive. In this paper, procedures are proposed to obtain an optimized number of trucks and to estimate 
the maximum mining capacity at an open copper pit. Then, the creation of a truck dispatching control ta-
ble for meeting the maximum mining capacity is demonstrated by performing a simulation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Mining operations are the beginning of a supply chain that comprises raw material extraction, raw materi-
al processing, fabrication, wholesale, retail, and, ultimately, consumption. At present, Mongolian eco-
nomic growth is highly supported by the mining industry. In 2007, according to the Mongolian Statistical 
Yearbook, Mongolia’s GDP grew by 8.4 percent overall, and the mining sector grew by 2.7 percent. High 
international gold and copper prices have led to new mine exploitation and increased production in this 
sector (Chinbat and Takakuwa 2009). The mining industry is required to respond flexibly to trends in 
world market demands. Companies must improve their operations in the mining and transportation of 
mined products.  

This study applies computer simulations to support operations management in open pit mining. A 
simulation model was constructed and carried out to evaluate the current state of operations for a compa-
ny by utilizing GPS (Global Positioning System) tracking data. Then, an analysis was performed specifi-
cally on the number of dump trucks in relationship to the maximum mining capacity. Additionally, a sim-
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ulation model was used to create a truck dispatching table in accordance with the maximum mining ca-
pacity.  

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are two general approaches to mining: one method is known as open pit (i.e., surface) mining, and 
the other method is called underground mining. Surface mining, which can be used when the ore is close 
to the surface of the Earth, is an older and more productive method than underground mining. Despite the 
relatively lower fixed infrastructure cost of an open pit mine, surface mines necessitate a significant ex-
traction of waste. A mine becomes cost prohibitive to operate when the ratio of the extracted waste to ore 
becomes too high, when the waste storage space is insufficient, when the pit walls fail, or when the envi-
ronmental considerations outweigh the extraction benefits. When these issues are potential realities, un-
derground mining is the method of choice (Newman et al. 2011). 

The problems that face the mining industry are growing in both size and complexity. Production is 
dependent on geological position of the ore body and technology for extraction, which involves the use of 
expensive capital equipments. Simulations can be used to aid management in making decisions related to 
daily production and capital expenditures. Simulation based optimization has been performed in various 
cases in the mining industry, both for the open pit and underground mines. Kazakidis and Scoble (2003) 
stated that underground mines often face uncertainties in production planning; these uncertainties are as-
sociated with a variety of issues, such as the grade distribution, ground conditions, equipment reliability, 
infrastructure needs and the extraction method performance. Despite the best planning efforts, such oper-
ating uncertainty must be counter-balanced by the integration of a contingency plan to enhance flexibility 
in mining plants. Simulation models of an operations and materials handling system for an underground 
coal mine have been proposed to identify the bottleneck of a conveyance system to identify more efficient 
mining and conveyance methods (Miwa and Takakuwa 2011). Simulation based optimization was done 
by Chinbat and Takakuwa (2008) in an open pit mine Six sigma project to define, measure, analyze and 
improve the mining and enrichment processes. Another case study was performed to determine suitable 
numbers of drilling engineers and workers based on the open pit mine process (Chinbat and Takakuwa 
2009). 

Several studies related to open pit mining have been conducted on the operations and associated 
transportation systems. Bauer and Calder (1973) noted the need for realistic working models for the com-
plexity of modern open pit load-haul-dump systems. Nenonen et al. (1981) studied an interactive comput-
er model of truck/shovel operations in an open pit copper mine. Qing-Xia (1982) studied a computer sim-
ulation program of drill rigs and shovel operations in open pit mines. Truck haulage is the most common 
means of moving ore/waste in open pit mining operations, but it is usually the most expensive unit of op-
eration in a truck-shovel mining system (Kolojna et al. 1993).  

Burt et al. (2005) conducted a critical analysis of the various models used for surface mining opera-
tions, identifying important constraints and suitable objectives for an equipment selection model. They 
used a new mixed integer linear programming model that incorporates a linear approximation of the cost 
function. Fioroni et al. (2008) have proposed concurrent simulation and optimization models to achieve a 
feasible, reliable and accurate solution to the analysis and generation of a short-term planning schedule. 
Ercelebi and Bascetin (2009) studied shovel and truck operation models and optimization approaches for 
the allocation and dispatching of trucks under various operating conditions. They used closed queuing 
network theory for the allocation of trucks and linear programming (LP) for the purpose of dispatching 
trucks to shovels. Boland et al. (2009) proposed LP-based disaggregation approaches to solve a produc-
tion scheduling problem regarding open pit mining. Subtil et al. (2011) proposed a multistage approach 
for dynamic truck dispatching in real open pit mine environments; the implementation was achieved with 
a commercial software package. 

Additionally, GPS has been used to collecting data in real-time for simulation of heavy construction 
operations (Song et al. 2008). Navon and Shpatnitsky (2005) had developed a model to control road con-
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struction project by using GPS for measuring the locations of construction equipment. Biles and Bilbrey 
(2004) have used GPS data for a simulation model of an inland waterway system. 

3 AN OPEN PIT MINING OPERATION  

3.1 The Mining Company 

This study was conducted on one of the largest ore mining and ore processing companies in Asia. The 
mine and factory are located in Mongolia and have been in operation since 1978. At present, the factory 
processes 25 million tons of ore per year and produces over 530 thousand tons of copper concentrate and 
3.0 thousand tons of molybdenum concentrate annually. Because of the factory’s confidentiality require-
ments, we refer to the factory in this study as company “A.” 

Recently, in response to turmoil related to the global currency and financial markets, the price of cop-
per has fluctuated dramatically. To increase the competitiveness of company “A” and to make the com-
pany flexible in its ability to respond to demands and trends in the international price of copper, it is im-
portant to improve the excavation and production systems. The following case study is part of a wider 
joint research project with company “A,” which has the goal of improving the efficiency of the operations 
of mining and transportation in an open pit mine and in an ore enrichment plant. Simulations can help 
mining project managers to understand the behavior of the system and to optimize the system through 
various strategies by providing a visual and dynamic description (Chinbat and Takakuwa 2009). To sup-
port operations management in company “A,” the computer simulation technique is applied.  

3.2 Description of an Open Pit Mining Operation 

Similar to most mining plants, the production process of company “A” consists of two major components, 
the open pit mine and the copper ore enrichment plant. An open pit mine is an excavation or graze made 
into the surface of the ground for the purpose of extracting ore, also known as open-cast mining or open-
cut mining. 

The contents of copper and molybdenum have changed since the mine began its operations. Over the 
course of years of mining, the content of copper has gradually decreased. Additionally, in this open pit 
mine, the contents of copper and molybdenum vary according to the altitude of the specific mining loca-
tion. Specifically, the content of copper at low-altitude mining points, at which there has been deep dig-
ging, is lower. However, from the perspective of operational management, to preserve the product quality 
as well as to maintain a stable throughput, it is desirable that the content of copper in the ore is approxi-
mately stable. In this context, before feeding the ore into the enrichment process, it is necessary to mix the 
ore to yield an initially high copper and low ore content. Therefore, when creating a mining plan in ac-
cordance with a production plan, it is necessary to plan for both ores containing a low copper content and 
a higher copper content. In company “A”, a plan for the mining site is developed by the geologist group 
section. Additionally, it is difficult to determine the best mining positions by considering the required 
percentage of copper and molybdenum contents required to meet the operations planning of a successful 
refinery. 

A simplified process map of open pit mine in company “A” is shown in Figure 1. As seen in the fig-
ure, in this open pit mining operation, the drilling work is performed based on the mining plan. An explo-
sion process is performed once every fifth day of the week. The drilling work is halted during the explo-
sion process because of safety regulations. This process is expected to satisfy the following raw material 
demands of the copper enrichment plant. The detonated ore and soil will be loaded onto 130-ton dump 
trucks by one excavator for each feature. In company “A”, there are 24 dump trucks, and all of the trucks 
can be used to transport either the ore or the soil from the mining points to the enrichment plant or to the 
disposal hills, respectively, in accordance with the instructions provided from the operation center. There 
are 13 soil disposal locations (hills) around the location of open pit mining. At the soil disposal locations, 
the soil is spread over the ground using a bulldozer to recover the environment. In the enrichment plant, 
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there are two ore feeding entrances. When the ore is transported to the enrichment plant, the ore will then 
be fed to an ore feeding entrance according to the size (the diameter) of the ore; the concentrating pro-
cesses are then performed inside the plant. Some of the operating parameters in this open pit mine are 
listed in Table 1. In Table 1, the parameters of some measures are briefly indicated in averaged values. 

4 DATA AND SIMULATION MODELS 

4.1 The Scope and Purpose of This Study 

The main purposes of this study on company “A” are to improve the factory production system and min-
ing and to allow the system to flexibly respond to the demands and trends in the international price of 
copper. The first step toward this goal is the investigation and evaluation of the current state (As-Is) of the 
mining and factory production processes in company “A”. Subsequently, the problems are identified, and  

 

Is it Copper Ore?

Production Planning of the Plant

Mining Plan

Drilling

Explosion
(once a week on Friday)

Truck Loading
(24-hour operation)

Transportation
(24-hour operation)

Feeding the Ore 
to  the Plant

Disposing the 
Soil

Disposal Hill
Mineral 

Processing Plant

NoYes

 

Figure 1: The simplified process map for open pit mining 

Table 1: The list of the open pit mining operation parameters 

Number of units held 5 units
Operation shifts 2 shifts

Number of units held 2 units
Operation shifts 3 shifts

Number of units held 8 units

Average productivity per hour 331.4 m
3
/h

1)

Operation shifts 3 shifts
Operators 30

Number of units held 24 units
Capacity 130 tons
Amount per transportation TRIA(90,130,147) tons 2)

Average distance in a one-way transportation 3.26 km 1)

Average velocity when loading 24 km/h 1)

Average velocity when unloading 40 km/h 1)

Operation shifts 3 shifts
Operators 80

Shift No.1
Shift No.2
Shift No.2

Drillers

Bulldozers

Excavators

Dump Trucks

Shifts

                                    Note: 1) Actually these measures have some variation.
                                           2) TRIA indicates a triangular distribution.       

    8:00 -16 00
 16 00 - 24 00
24 00 - 8 00
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an improvement plan (To-Be) will be devised. As explained previously, the mine plan is developed to 
keep with the production plan of the factory. Therefore, before carrying out a production plan for the en-
richment plant, it is first necessary to determine the maximum mining capacity of the open pit. The min-
ing capacity refers to the total amount of materials such as the waste and the ore that can be mined (Ram-
azan and Dimitrakopoulos 2004). As a starting point for this joint research project, we set the objectives 
of this study to the following three points (additionally, the scope of the study is limited to open pit min-
ing): 

• To understand and evaluate the current state (As-Is) of the open pit mining operation; 
• To propose an improvement plan (To-Be) based on the evaluation of As-Is; and 
• To estimate the maximum mining capacity of the open pit. 

4.2 The Parameters and the Construction of the Simulation Model  

Simulation involves designing a model of a real system and then conducting experiments with the model 
for the purpose of understanding the behavior of the system and/or evaluating various strategies for the 
operation of the system (Shannon 1998). In this study, to achieve the above-mentioned research objec-
tives, a simulation technique is adopted. The simulation model is programmed in Arena (Kelton, et al. 
2010) and is then overlaid on a scaled mine layout. A few years ago, company “A” introduced a mining 
transportation control system that utilizes GPS technology. The GPS tracking data and other associated 
information are used to update the simulation in 1-minute intervals; the important parameters, such as the 
truck location, the fuel level in the tank, and the load weight, are shown on the open pit map. At the des-
ignated mining site, blasting is performed in one-week intervals (on Fridays). Hence, the simulation mod-
els are constructed from the operating data collected over the course of one week. Figure 2 shows the 
sample historical transportation data used in this study; the data were extracted from the database of the 
information system. Table 2 shows an excavator plan for one week. Table 3 shows an example of historic 
excavation data for a given week. These data were input into the simulation model as part of the simula-
tion parameters. 

The first step in constructing the As-Is simulation model is to understand the current state (As-Is) of 
operations. Subsequently, the As-Is model is utilized as the basis for experimental analysis. The output 
from the As-Is model is then analyzed to determine the problems and the potential bottlenecks. An alter-
native analysis based on the results from the As-Is model is devised, and the To-Be model is then built. 
Finally, the To-Be model is applied, and the effect of any improvements is investigated. Moreover, to es-
timate the maximum mining capacity of company “A,” an experimental model for capacity testing must 
also be constructed. A screen image for running the As-Is simulation model is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The selected tracking transportation data extracted from the database of the information system 
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Table 2: The excavation plan for one week 

Elevations and  the No. of Mining Points No. of Excavators Disposal Soil (tons) Ore (tons)

1355 16 357,000 0

1355 17 459,000 0

1355 12 56,100 350,000

1325 14 40,800 280,000

1310 15 91,800 313,000

1310 16 0 103,000

1295 18 63,750 342,000

1295 20 40,800 419,000

1280 19 48,450 410,000  

Table 3: The selected GPS tracking data for excavation in a given week 

Amount of

Excavation (tn)

Distance

(km)

Amount of

Excavation (tn)

Distance

(km)

Amount of

Excavation (tn)

Distance

(km)

Amount of

Excavation (tn)

Distance

(km)

12 76519 2.14 8548 1.58 0 2.5 0 2.28

14 121375 3.309 25542 2.54 0 1.51 7681 3.85

15 5965 2.84 1686 3.25 0 1.39 108919 4.11

16 45329 2.21 16235 2.62 120 1.38 48769 3.42

17 126 2.23 0 2.62 146485 2.4 16796 2.28

18 99590 2.65 14374 3.08 0 1.51 9809 3.85

19 68223 3.22 22192 3.64 0 1.58 36398 4.2

20 64241 2.55 23725 2.92 0 1.5 47635 3.72

Excavator

No.

(Note: The Distance  indicates the distance between the specific excavator.)

Ore Feeding Entrance A Ore Feeding Entrance B Disposal Hill (No. 4) Disposal Hill (No. 8)

 
 

 

Figure 3: Animation of the As-Is model 
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5 SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

5.1 The Results of Execution and Analysis of the As-Is Model 

After the As-Is model is built, validation of the model is accomplished through an interactive process be-
tween the company staff and the modeler; this interactive process compares the model’s output with the 
real GPS tracking data. After confirming the reliability of the model, the simulation model is performed, 
and the results are analyzed. Table 4 shows the average execution results at the 95% confidence interval. 
The simulation is executed for a total of 30 replications. 

The results in Table 4 demonstrate that the As-Is model was successful in transporting all of the 
planned volume by trucks within the specified amount of time; however, the scheduled utilization of the 
trucks was low (71.2%). These scenario results imply that an excess number of trucks were prepared 
compared to the amount of planned work. As previously demonstrated by many other studies, the trans-
portation of materials represents approximately 50 percent of the operating cost of an open pit mine (Ala-
rie and Gamache 2002; Ercelebi and Bascetin 2009). In the case of company “A”, a dump truck with a 
loading capacity of 130 tons uses significant quantities of gasoline. Considering the cost from the per-
spective of operations management, let us now focus on the number of trucks to be operated in the desig-
nated open pit, and let us perform this analysis based on a concrete mining plan. OptQuest is used to de-
termine the best value for one or multiple objective functions (Kleijnen and Wan 2007). 

Table 4: The execution result of the As-Is model  

Obervation Intervals

Avg
MaxMin

95%CL

Performance Indicators As-Is Historic Value

Expected Excavation Plan for Ore (tons)

Expected Excavation Plan for Soil (tons)

The Length of Simulation / Total Time Taken

to Complete the Expected Excavation Plan (min.)
11,502

Total Weight of the Transported Ore (tons) 593,670

Total Weight of the Transported Soil (tons) 422,612

Average Weight per Transportation (tons) 122

Number of Transportations (round trips) 8,347

Average Transportation Time Spent in a Single Trip (min.) 11.8

Average Truck Scheduled Utilization (%) Not available

593,670

422,612

11,442 11,594
11,532

11,519 11,545

593,670
593,670593,670

593,670 593,670
422,612

422,612422,612
422,612 422,612

122
1520

122 122
8,347

8,3478,347
8,347 8,347

71.2
95.80

70.8 71.7

11.5
21.64.5

11.4 11.5

 
 

To use OptQuest, the appropriate objective and a series of constraints must first be determined. In this 
optimization problem, the objective is to minimize the cost of the trucks (the transportation cost); the 
planned excavation (ore: 593,670 tons, waste soil: 422,612 tons) must be performed within a specified 
time (in this case, 11,520 minutes). Thus, the optimization model in OptQuest is described as follows: 

 

Minimize:  
 The number of trucks (NT) 

 
Subject to: 

(1) 1 NT 24; 
(2) Ot  593,670 tons 
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(3) St  422,612 tons 
(4) Ts  11,520 minutes 

where  
NT: number of trucks, 
Ot : total amount of transported ore,  
St : total amount of transported waste soil, 
Ts : length of time of simulation run. 
The completed optimal solution for this model was determined. In contrast to the current number of 

trucks, which is 24 in the As-Is model, the optimal number obtained by OptQuest is 19. 

5.2 The Scenarios and the To-Be Model 

After the optimal number of trucks was obtained from OptQuest, the To-Be model was built and executed 
to include the modified logic with respect to the number of trucks. Then, by varying the number of trucks 
from 12 to 25, additional simulation experiments were executed to examine the relationship between the 
mined volume and the track utilization. Figure 4 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. 
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Figure 4: The sensitivity analysis of truck utilization and transported excavation as a function of the num-
ber of trucks. 

5.3 An Estimation of the Maximum Mining Capacity 

Another important objective of this work is to estimate the maximum mining capacity. As previously 
mentioned, knowledge of the maximum capacity of the open pit is also significant for planning the pro-
duction of the enrichment plant. In this study, the maximum mining capacity is considered to be the 
achievement under the conditions of full operation with maximum utilization efficiency for the current 
facilities. Table 1 shows the machines and human resources that are currently held by company “A.” To 
estimate the mining capacity of the open pit, it is necessary to construct another simulation model, called 
the To-Be (Capacity Test) model, which will work as the foundation for capacity testing, which is based 
on the To-Be model.  

Before the To-Be (Capacity Test) model can be constructed, several preparatory processes must be 
performed. One of the most important processes is referred to as the process of entity generation. Similar 
to the As-Is and To-Be models, in the revised To-Be model (the Capacity Test),  the ore and soil entities 
are also used. Additionally, the attribute of weight with a value of one ton is assigned to each of these en-
tities. As previously mentioned, in this open pit mine, the contents of copper and molybdenum vary de-
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pending on the altitude of the mining points. Thus, to simplify the problem, we make the assumption that 
the mineral content and the ratio between the ore and soil contained in the new model have the same val-
ues as those in the To-Be and the As-Is models. 

Although there are many approaches for entity generation, in this study, the entities in the To-Be (Ca-
pacity Test) model are generated using the following processes: 

1. The observation and analysis of the realistic output or the historical data, followed by the calcula-
tion of the ratio of ore and soil contained at each mining point. 

2. The observation and analysis of the realistic output or the historical data at each excavator for the 
calculation of the rate to each destination by the mining points.  

3. The collective generation of the entities, followed by the classification and assignment of the enti-
ties to the system according to the rates (the percentages) obtained using the two steps mentioned 
above. 

As shown in Figure 1, in the mining system of company “A”, an explosion process is held once every 
Friday based on the plan. During the rest of the week, the dump trucks then focus on transporting the ore 
and the soil between the designated mining points and either the enrichment plant or the disposal hills. All 
of the excavation planning for both the ore and the soil must be finished within the stipulated time. In this 
context, if the execution time length of the simulation is fixed as a constant, then the maximum number of 
entities entering the system can be considered to be the maximum mining capacity of the open pit for all 
of the running scenarios that satisfy the condition that the number of entities entering the system is equal 
to the number of entities leaving the system. Even if the number of entities entering the system exceeds 
the mining capacity, i.e., the trucks are already operating at full capacity (the utilization of each truck is at 
100%), the excess entities (the ore and soil) will not proceed and cannot be detached from the system.  

Based on the historical transportation data on the trucks and an excavation plan with a period of eight 
days, the maximum mining capacity of company “A” over eight days (or 11,520 minutes) can be estimat-
ed. 

In this study, OptQuest is adopted once more to estimate the maximum mining capacity. The optimi-
zation model in OptQuest is described as follows:  

 
Maximize:  
 The entity number sent to the system (Ne) 

 
Subject to: 

(1) No = Ne 
(2) Ts = 11,520 minutes 

where  
Ne: entity number sent to the system (which is equal to the Expected Excavation Plan), 
No: entity number exiting the system (which is equal to the Total Transported Amount), and 
Ts : length of time of the simulation run. 
 
The To-Be (Capacity Test) model took approximately 20 minutes to run once in OptQuest. Finally, 

OptQuest determined a completed optimal solution of Ne = 1,502,334. According to this result, the maxi-
mum mining capacity for eight days in this open pit can be estimated to be 1,502,334 tons. Additionally, 
the simulation model is used to validate the solution provided by OptQuest. In addition, the maximum 
mining capacity found through the analysis was given to company “A”, and the company managers found 
our results agreeable; that is, they found the suggested capacity to be reasonable and convincing. A por-
tion of the truck dispatching control table output by the To-Be (Capacity Test) model, which can be used 
to achieve the maximum mining capacity of 1,502,334 tons, is shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Truck dispatching in the control table output from the To-Be (Capacity Test) model (Partial) 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A computer simulation technique was applied to support operations management in a large-scale open pit 
copper mine where a significant amount of dump trucks were operated to convey ore from the mining site 
to the entrance of a successful refinery. A simulation model was constructed and executed by utilizing 
GPS tracking data on dump truck movement. Analysis on the number of dump trucks was performed as 
an application based on the constructed As-Is model. It was found that an equivalent performance could 
be achieved with fewer dump trucks than the number currently operated. Additionally, a simulation was 
used to create a truck dispatch control table to meet the maximum mining capacity. Simulations can help 
mining project managers understand the behavior of the system, allowing for the optimization of a system 
through various strategies by providing visual and dynamic descriptions.  
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